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Recently released dissident says opposition in USSR is growing
LONDON, England. - A former
Ukrainian political prisoner said here
after arriving from Moscow that the
dissident movement in the Soviet Union
is growing, said Western wire services.
Mykola Badu!iak-Sharyhin, 52, a
Ukrainian-born former employee of a
British company who was arrested in
the Soviet Union in 1968, said that
"more and more'people are ioinins the
dissidents, who say aloud what millions
of people whisper."
Sharyhin, who arrived here on
November 19, 1978, is the fourth
Ukrainian political prisoner to be
allowed to leave the Soviet Union after
the completion of his incarceration.
Sharyhin was born on April 22,1926,
in Kharkiv, Ukraine. When he was three
months old, his family moved to
K:rovohrad where he began hie
technological studies.
During World War H, he was taken
by the Germans as a laborer to
Germany. At the end of the war the
Americans returned him to the custody
of Soviet officials, in time, he made his
way to the English sector.
in 1946^, Sharyhin moved to England,

where he completed his engineering England. Sharyhin categorically
studies and had accepted a position with refused.
a firm which exported electronic
Sharyhin said that he was placed in a
equipment to Eastern Europe and the "condemned cell where they read the
Soviet Union. On the basis of his death sentence to me. savins l had been
technical experience, he was invited to found guilty in my absence."
come to the Soviet Union. He was Sharyhin realized that the sentence
assured by the Soviet Embassy in was merely a scare tactic on the part of
London that his travel documents the Soviet officials and poked fun at
would suffice and that he had nothing to them. Eventually, the sentence was
fear because the days of Stalinist terror commuted and the officials began
had ended.
searching for a new charge. They began
fabricating material, which they would
Sharyhin went to Moscow in 1968 as use to convict him of desertion and antia representative of the firm Empexion. Soviet agitation.
On the day before he was to leave for
At a closed one-day trial on
home after the completion of his September 20, 1968, Sharyhin was
assignment, Sharyhin was arrested by convicted and sentenced to ilO years
the KGB.
incarceration. No attorneys or
"They just burst into my hotel room witnesses for the defense were present at
and took me to the KGB headquarters," the trial, just secret police informers.
said Sharyhin.
One of them, a Soviet citizen who was
He was first held in the Lubianka allowed to visit relatives in the West
prison and afterwards in the Lefortovo under the condition that he would
prison. The Soviet officials at first collect incriminating evidence against
attempted to convict him of espionage Sharyhin testified that for 22 years
and desertion. Seeing that they did not Sharyhin was involved in anti-Soviet
have a ease, the Soviet officials hoped to agitation. The witness said that at one
persuade him to work as their spy in time Sharyhin had disseminated the
Ukrainian newspaper in England
"Ukrayinska Dumka" (The Ukrainian
Thjought) and had left an" antiCommunist magazine in a person's
home.
Sharyhin was confined for the most
part of his sentence in the viadimir
East and West signatory nations will prison and finally in a concentration
"respect human rights and fundamental camp in the Mordovian ASSR. in the
freedoms" as well as other measures course of his 10-year imprisonment,
Sharyhin spent 237 days in solitary
designed to encourage detente.
in her prepared remarks, Mrs. confinement for signing prisoners'
Solzhenitsyn discussed efforts of the petitions in defense of human rights.
Public Fund to assist political prisoners After eight years of imprisonment he
in the USSR and explained that the was finally allowed a visit bv his
activities of those connected with the
fund irritate Soviet authorities because
they believe it represents interference in
the government's internal affairs.
Associates of the fund are harassed
because "everybody must know that if
he opposes the regime, not only will he
be arrested, but his family will go
hungry, they will be cold, they will be
PHILADELPHIA. Pa. - Members
miserable," she states.
of the local Human Rights for Ukraine
Mrs. Alexeeva noted during - Moroz Committee and the Jewish
testimony that the trials of the Soviet Defense League demonstrated here
Helsinki monitors are part of the outside the Philadelphia Spectrum
"planned destruction of the Helsinki during a hockey game between the
groups in the USSR." The Soviet National Hockey League's Philadelphia
government's attempts to destroy these Flyers and the Soviet Wings on
groups "demonstrates its disregard of Tuesday, January 2.
its human rights obligation." she said.
The demonstrators
12 Moroz
in his prepared statement. Secretary Committee members and, 20 JDL
Luers emphasized that the. Carter members - pro'tested Soviet violations.
administration "views with deep They carried signs and distributed
concern the actions directed by the leaflets to passers-by charging the
Soviet authorities against those who Soviet government with oppression of
have sought to assert ' fundamental its citizens.
According to a news story about the
rights" and finds the treatment of
Helsinki monitors "particularly demonstration in the Wednesday.
January
3, edition of the Philadelphia
deplorable."

Helsinki commission releases
hearing transcript
WASHINGTON, D.C. - "Reper–
cussions of the Trials of the Helsinki
Monitors in the USSR" is the title of a
published hearing transcript released by
the . Commission on Security and
Cooperation in Europe.
Those testifying before the
commission's July 11, 1978, hearing
included Natalya Solzhenitsyn, cofounder with her husband, Aleksandr,
of the Soviet Public Fund to Assist
Political Prisoners, and Lyudmila
Alexeeva, official representative of the
Soviet Helsinki monitors in the West.
- Appearing on behalf of the
administration was Deputy Assistant
Secretary of State for European Affairs
William Luers.
As explained by the commission
chairman. Rep. Dante B. Fascell (D–
Fla.), the summer hearing was held to
discuss repressive measures against
Soviet dissidents such as Anatoly
Shcharansky, Aleksandr Ginzburg and
Yuri Orlov, which he described as
"blatant violations of several provisions
of the Helsinki Final Act."
The hearing was among numerous
others the Commission has held since its
1976 creation by law with the mandate
to monitor and encourage compliance
with provisions of the 1975 Helsinki
C o n f e r e n c e on S e c u r i t y and
Cooperation in Europe (CSCE). The
CSCE Final Act provides that the 35

Mykola Badu!iak-Sharyhin
daughter, Anna. That was the only time
he had seen her while in prison.
While in the viadimir prison,
Sharyhin was confined with such noted
Ukrainian human and national rights
advocates as Lev Lukianenko, valentyn
Moroz, S. Yatsyshyn, Z. Popadiuk,
Yosyf Terelia, Diak and Prykhodko.
During that time, Yuriy Shukhevych
was also incarcerated in the viadimir
prison, but the two never met because
Shukhevych was considered a recidivist
and was kept apart from the ether
political prisoners.
in the Mordovian camp, Sharyhin
became acquainted with vyacheslav
Chomovil, S. Yankevych, Mykola
Rudenko, ivan Rebryk and Karpenko.
(Continued on page 8)

Ukrainians, Jews picket
Soviets at Spectrum
inquirer, the Ukrainians had hoped to
buy tickets for a row of seats inside the
Spectrum and to stage their protest
there.
"We were going to wear T-shirts that
would spell out 'Human Rights for
Ukraine.' but we couldn't buy tickets in
a row long e n o u g h . " Ulana
Mazurkcvich of the Moroz Committee
said.
News of the joint Ukrainian-Jewish
demonstration was reported by
Philadelphia newspapers and television
channels 6 and 10. the local affiliates of
the ABC and CHS television networks,
respectively.
The Flyers and Wings played to a 4-4
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, Grigorenko express grief over death
riov, believe he was killed by secret police
NEW YORK, N.Y. - Three recent
emigres from Ukraine, who were in the
forefront of the human rights
movement in Ukraine, expressed grief
over the death of Heli Snehiriov, a
Ukrainian political prisoner.
Nadia Svitlychna, and Gen. Petro
and Zinaida Grigorenko also said in
their statements that they believed the
51-year-old Ukrainian writer was
tortured to death by the KGB.
Snehiriov died in KGB custody on
December 28, 1978. KGB officials told
his wife, Halyna, several days later that
he had died of cancer.
in their separate statements, which
read as if thev would have been eulogies
at Snehiriov's funeral, Ms. Svitlychna
and the Grigorenkos praised him as one
of the leading activists in the Ukrainian
human rights defense movement.
"1 cannot accept it any other way
except death in bondage," said Ms.
Svitlychna, comparing her reaction to
the news of the death of Snehiriov to her
learning of the death of Ukrainian
political prisoner Mykhialo Soroka in
1971.
Ms. Svitlychna wrote that she
remembered when Snehiriov once tried
to foresee how he would die at the hands
of the KGB, but disbelief forced him to
discount any of the possibilities he
"thought of.
"What they did lo you in such a short
time was even incomprehensible to your
writer's imagination," she said.
She also recollected that in
September 1977 she had requested a
meeting with him to give him viktor
Nekrasov's address, but Snehiriov
never showed up. Ms. Svitlychna later
learned that he was arrested.
"But that does not worry mc now as І
stand here above your coffin. Your
conscience is clear before Goo" and
before the people, just as my conscience
is clear before you. 1 am bothered by
something else. How inhuman must a
person be to trample in mud a person
who already has one foot in the grave,"
said Ms. Svitlychna.
She said it is difficult to learn while in
exile of the death of a friend, and being
thousands of miles away she said makes
it impossible to place "symbolic

flowers" on his grave. Expressing
sympathy to his wife, Svitlychna
remarked that she already has
"spiritually united" with Snehiriov's 92year-old mother, through whom she
will always remember her husband, and
"in thoughts and, obviously, in the
cemetery — somewhere not far from
Alia Horska."
The Grigorenkos eulogy was replete
with praise for Snehiriov and anger for
what the secret police had done.
"it only took one year, three months
and six days for the KGB to torture to
death this beautiful, courageous,
talented and deeply honest person,"
they wrote.
They said that he was filled with
"intellect, literary talent, efficiency."
The Grigorenkos said that at one time
he enjoyed official recognition and had
all of his works published in the Soviet
Union. But, they said, Snehiriov was
not a person to shield his eyes from what
he saw.
"He began to establish friendships
with persons who shared his beliefs,
viktor Nekrasov, members of the
Helsinki groups, academician Andrei
Sakharov," the Grigorenkos wrote,
adding that he was often a guest at their
home and in a short span of time they
became close friends.
These new acquaintances of
Snehiriov were disliked by the officials
and he was first banned from the
publishing market and subsequently
from his job in the cinema, they said.
Snehiriov's dissident activity came to
a climax with the publication in the
West of his book "Мато, moya
Мато" ("Mother, my Mother), which
dealt with his theory that the trials of the
Association for the Liberation of
Ukraine in the mid– 1920s was a KGB
provocation in order to imprison the
Ukrainian national intelligentsia. Soon
after that Snehiriov began to work
together with the Ukrainian and
Moscow Helsinki monitoring groups.
The Grigorenkos labled Snehiriov's
arrest in the fall of 1977 as a
preventative measure "to rid the defense
movement of a person, who after M.
Rudenko, L. Lukianenko, O. Tykhy,
M. Matusevych and M. Marynovych,

Yuriy Dziuba again seeks
emigration from Soviet Union
NEW YORK, N.Y. - Yuriy Dziuba,
a Ukrainian political prisoner who
recently completed his five-year term of
imprisonment for alleged "anti-Soviet
agitation," has once again announced
his intention to renounce his Soviet
citizenship and to emigrate from the
country, reported the press service of
the Ukrainian Supreme Liberation
Council (abroad).
Dziuba, who was born in 1950 and
was a resident of Kharkiv, first applied
for emigration in 1971. For this he was
sentenced to five years imprisonment in
the Perm concentration camp.
in his appeal, Dziuba had described
the national, social and religious
enslavement of the Ukrainian nation
and concluded that such a state of
affairs leads him to apply for
emigration. The appeal was circulated
in the "samvydav."
Dziuba completed his term of
imprisonment in August 1978. He
authored a statement to Leonid
Brezhnev whjle still incarcerated. , in the statement, Dziuba wrote that

in 1971-73, he had tried to renounce his
Soviet citizenship and obtain
permission for emigration to the United
States, but his appeal was turned down
and no reasons were given. The
government duty of 500 karbovantsi
which he had paid was never returned.
After appealing a second time he was
arrested and sentenced on the basis of
fabricated evidence for "anti-Soviet
activity."
"in the corrective labor colony, 1 was
re-educated by means of various
methods: hunger, solitary confinement,
severe punishments. Nevertheless, the
KGB was unable to change my beliefs.
On March 30, 1975, 1 renounced my
USSR citizenship," he wrote to
Brezhnev.
"1 ask you, in accordance with the
agreement on citizenship and political
rights (ratified in 1976), that 1 be freed
from Soviet citizenship and allowed to
emigrate from the Soviet Union to any
Christian country of the West which
would agree to accept a former
prisoner," Dziuba concluded.

was one of the greatest political figures
of our movement."
"Thinking that it has liquidated the
Ukrainian Helsinki group, the KGB
attempted to solidify its victory by
forcing a recantation by a renowned
rights defender and noted writer, it took
into account the fact that Snehiriov
was extremely ill - an invalid of the
second degree. Not a real concern for
his sickness, but merely taking
advantage of it to force the person into
recanting — such is the humanism of
the KGB," wrote the Grigorenkos.
They said that the invalid Snehiriov
became a victim of torture, first moral
and finally physical torture was used
until Snehiriov suffered paralysis in the
lower portion of his body.
The Grigorenkos revealed in their
statement several interesting facts
surrounding the fabricated recantation
of Snehiriov.
They wrote that the KGB doctors had
determined that Snehiriov was on the
verge of death. On the basis of this
diagnosis, the KGB had published in the
April 1, 1978, edition of "Radianska
Ukrainya" (Soviet Ukraine) an article
which they had labeled as Snehiriov's
recantation. Much to the dissatisfaction

of the secret police; wrote the
Grigorenkos, Snehiriov did not die as
soon as the doctors had-predicted.
Soon after the publication of the
statement inrthe Soviet press, Snehiriov
had met his wife and she told him about
the article. Snehiriov then categorically
denied signing any such statement and
declared a hunger strike in protest. This
they said further deteriorated his health.
To downplay Snehiriov's denial, the
KGB, first, further isolated Snehiriov
from the outside world, and then
circulated two different versions about
the recantation. The first one, they said,
was signed by an anonymous,but noted,
writer who said that Snehiriov had
indeed recanted, but that the KGB
edited it by adding their own words. The
second one was claimed to have been
written by Snehiriov in which he told his
friends that he withdraws his
recantation. 4
"in reality, that was a person, who,
having stood on the verge of death, did
not blemish his human dignity," wrote
the Grigorenkos.
The Grigorenkos further substanti–
ated Snehiriov's innocence by
(Continued on page 5)

Receive more information on
trial of Marynovych, Matusevych
NEW YORK, N.Y. - The press
service of the Ukrainian Supreme
Liberation Council (abroad) recently
received additional information on the
trial of Myroslav Marynovych and
Mykola Matusevych.
Marynovych and Matusevych were
the third and fourth members of the
Ukrainian Public Group to Promote
the implementation of the Helsinki
Accords to be arrestd by the KGB after
Mykola Rudenko and Oleska Tykhy.
They were arrested on April 23, 1977,
and sentenced on March 27, 1978, to
seven years incarceration and three
years exile, each. The two are currently
confined in one of the Perm region
concentration camps.
One of the documents received by the
council was an article, titled
"Femidianty," by Nadia Svitlychna, in
which she tells of her experiences on the
witness stand during the trial.
Ms. Svitlychna, who has since been
allowed to emigrate from the Soviet
Union to the United States, said that she
was present at the proceedings for about
a day-and-a-half.
She said that Matusevych's parents
learned of their son's trial on March 22,

1978, after a difficult fight to secure the
information. The site of the trial, she
said, was merely a few hundred meters
from their home in vasylkiv, a town jusl
north of Kiev. Matusevych's parents
were not allowed to be present at the
proceedings because, Ms. Svitlychna
wrote, they were told that there were no
more seats available.
That evening, she continued, a KGB
captain handed her a subpoena to
appear as a witness at the trial the
following day at 4 p.m. On March 23,
1978, she left her son with friends and
together with her husband she traveled
to vasylkiv.
Ms. Svitlychna said that "just as we
expected," they were searched outside
the entrance to the building where the
trial was held. The building, she said,
was a three-story structure in the center
of town, near the square and adjacent to
a movie theater. The building was
guarded on all sides by the militia and
plainclothes officers with red lapels.
Her husband was not allowed into the
courtroom despite their explanations
that she needed him because she was at
the time eight months pregnant.
(Continued on page 3)
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Dubno appointed Hundreds attend funeral of Andriy Z. Mycio
NEWARK, N.J. - Many members the UPA veterans, Lev Futala from the
Members of the U.S. and Canadian
commissioner
of Plast, the Ukrainian American UCCA executive .board, Myroslaw National Plast . Commands, family
Youth Association (SUMA), the

Orest T. Dubno

Shmigel from the SUMA executive
Organization of Ukrainian National– board, and the very Rev. Canon Smyk.
ists, former members of the Ukrainian
Representatives of Plast, SUMA and
i n s u r g e n t Army ( U P A ) and veterans groups carried their banners.
representatives of other Ukrainian
The Ukrainian National Association,
organizations attended the funeral of of which the late Mr. Mycio was also a
Andriy Zenon Mycio, head of the member, was represented by Supreme
National Plast Command, here at St. Secretary Wolodymyr Sochan and
John the Baptist Ukrainian. Catholic Supreme Organizer Wasyl OriChowsky.
Church Saturday, January 6.
The requiem was concluded with the
Burial was at St. Andrew's Cemetery, singing of the Plast song, "Sirily u
South Bound Brook, N.J. A reception Sumerku," and the traditional "Nich
("tryzna") was held afterward at the vzhe lde."
Ukrainian Orthodox. Church. Center
hall.
The following day, after services at
Mr. Mycio, 56, died Wednesday, St. John's Church, a long caravan of
Janury 3. He was a member of Plast cars and a chartered bus from New
since 1942, a member of the "Lisovi York traveled to St. Andrew's
Chorty" Plast fraternity, and a former Cemetery.
regional commander of the OUN–
A funeral procession, organized by
UPA in Lemkivshchyna, western U.S. commander of "plastuny" George
Ukraine.
Tarasiuk with the help of Neonila
A requiem was celebrated Friday, Sochan and Wolodymyr Swyntuch of
January 5, by the Rev. Michael the National Plast Command, was led
Kuchmiak, pastor of St. John's; the by the flag bearers of Plast, SUMA and
very Rev, Canon Bohdan Smyk and the veterans groups and the "nachalnyi
very Rev. Protopresbyter Artemy plastun."
Selepyna, the Ukrainian Catholic and
The casket as carried by pallbearers
Orthodox chaplains of Plast, and Msgr. . Michael Juzeniw and Mr. Swyntuch of
Stephen Sulyk, a member of the "Lisovi the National Plast. Command, Mr.
Chorty."
Kowalchyn and Orest Mostovy from
A choir directed by Michael Dobosh the UPA veterans, Roman Mykyta and
sang the responses.
Dmytro Kosovych from the "Lisovi
Eulogies were delivered by Chorty," and iryney Temnyckv and
"Nachalnyi Plastun" Dr. Yuriy Bohdan Kriak from the Newark Plast
Starosolsky, Michael Kowalchyn from branch.

HARTFORD,. Conn. - Orest T.
(Tom) Dubno was sworn in on January
2 as commissioner of. Connecticut's
Department of Revenue Services.
in making the appointment, Gov.
Ella T. Grasso commented: "Tom
Dubno has served with great distinction
as deputy commissioner of the State
Tax Department (now the Department
of Revenue Services). The experience
and expertise he has developed during
the past four years will be valuable
assets as he moves to the leadership of
the new agency."
. Commissioner Dubno is believed to
be one of the highest ranking
Ukrainian-born state government
officials in the United States. He served
as deputy tax commissioner from April
(Continued from page 2)
1975 until his new appointment took
Ms. Svitlychna said that there were
effect.
some 20-30 persons in the room,
in his new post, Mr. Dubno will head including the guards and court officials.
a department of about 500 employees She immediately spotted the presiding
with responsibility for collecting all judge, Dyshel, whom she described as
Connecticut state taxes and auditing "thin and old-looking." Dyshel had
individuals and businesses who pay presided over her trial in Ї973, as well as
them.
over the trials of Yevhen Sverstiuk,
Mr. Dubno, 41, was employed for 12 vasyl Stus, Semem Gluzman, Mykola
years by the First New Haven National Plakhotniuk, Georgi vins and others.
Bank before entering state service. His
Among the public she spotted Oles
last position with the bank was assistant Berdnyk and Mykhailyna Kotsiubyn–
vice-president and branch manager. He ska.
was also a field representative for
Marynovych, she said, was "thin and
General Motors Acceptance. Corp. pale." He was seated on a simple chair
from 1960 to 1963.
against the wail and on both sides were
Born in Ukraine, he came to the armed guards. Ms. Svitlychna said that
United States in 1949 and has lived in they greeted each other by smiling and
New Haven most of his life. He attended when hejioticed that she was looking
the University of New Haven where he for Matusevych, he gestured to her that
received a bachelor's degree in business he was not present,
administration and a master's degree in
Ms. Svitlychna said that by that time
public administration. He has also she had been placed on the witness
studied at the University of Chicago and stand and Dyshel was instructing her
the University of virginia.
that she must testify the truth or be held
in September 1977, Mr. Dubno was in contempt of court.
appointed a member of the State
The following is a brief dialogue
M u n i c i p a l F i n a n c e A d v i s o r y between Ms. Svitlychna and Dyshel as
Commission. He is also on the Advisory she recounted it in her article:
Committee of the University of New
Dyshel: "Are you aware of a so-called
Haven where for several years he has Ukrainian group?"
been an instructor in the fields of public
Ms. Svitlychna: "1 am not aware of
finance, urban housing and money and such a group. However, 1 am aware of a
banking.
Ukrainian Public Group to Promote
A veteran of the U.S. Marine Corps, the implementation of the Helsinki
Mr. Dubno was vice-chairman of the Accords."
New Haven Redevelopment Agency
and a member of New Haven's Board of
Dyshel: "How long have you known
Finance and Fair Rent Commission. about it?"
His civic activities in the New Haven
Ms. Svitlychna: " S i n c e its
area have included the United Way beginning."
Campaign, Boy Scouts, Mental Health
Dyshel: " W h i c h anti-Soviet
Association and the Retail Credit documents of the group are you aware
Association.
of?"
Ms. Svitlychna: "None. Besides, thev
Mr. Dubno, his wife and their two won't be presented for the Nobel Prize.,.
children make their home in New (at this time the prosecutor interrupted
Haven. Mr. Dubno is a member of with a loud protest and even 1 could not
UNA Branch 414.
hear myself) "

members, "plastuny" and other
community members followed.
The Rev. Kuchmiak officiated at
services at the gravesite with the choir
led by Mr. Dobosh providing the
responses. Eulogies were delivered by
Mr. Kowalchyn on behalf of the OUN
divisions abroad, OUN leader Yaroslav
Stetzko and UPA veterans and by
Eustachia Hoydysh of the National
Plast Council.

Taps were played by Zenon Lutsky
while Plast members sang "Nich vzhe
lde." The singing of the Ukrainian Sich
Riflemen's song "vydysh Brate Miy"
followed.
At the post-funeral reception at the
Ukrainian Orthodox Church center,
last tributes to the late Mr. Mycio were
given by Taras Durbak of the National
Plast Council, Andriy. Charak of the
National Plast Command and Council
in Canada, 1 van Kostiuk of the "Lisovi
Chorty" fraternity and the Plast seniors
of Trenton, Prof, ivan Ciapka of the
Newark UCCA branch and Yaroslav
Rak of the "Chervona Kalyna" Plast
fraternity. The reception was conducted
by Mr. Temnycky.
The deceased's brother, Myron
Mycio, thanked all who attended the
funeral.
The "tryzna" began and ended with
the singing of "Boh Predvichnyi."

Receive more information...
Dyshel: "Are you familiar with a
document titled Memorandum No. 2?"
Ms. Svitlychna: "1 do not remember
the numbers, but 1 am familiar with one
of the first."
Dyshel: "is this your handwriting?
Carefully inspect each page."
Ms. Svitlychna: "The text was written
by me. The editing and additions are not
mine, this page was not written by me."
Prosecutor: "Then by whom?"
Ms. Svitlychna: "1 don't know."
The council's press service also
received copies of the Yasylkiv
C o m m u n i s t P a r t y ' s newspaper
"Shliakh illicha" (The Path of illich), in
which its editor, P. Barzinsky wrote two
articles about Marynovych and
Matusevych.
in one article, titled "Black
Ungratefulness," which appeared in the
March 15, 1978, edition of the
newspaper, Barzinsky wrote that
Marynovych and Matusevych "aligned
themselves with a good-for-nothing
group of loafers just like themselves."
He charged that the group
disseminated anti-Soviet propaganda.
slandered the Soviet system, was in
possession w of contraband and

distributed "enemy literature."
Barzinsky wrote in his article about
an incident during which Matusevych
reprimanded a group of tourists in the
ivano-Frankiyske region for using the
Russian language. He said that
Matusevych provoked a fight in which,
wrote Barzinsky, Matusevych was
"rightfully rebuffed."
Barzinsky continued that such young
persons as , Matusevych, who are
"ideologically wounded," often look for
support from foreign groups and then
become their puppets in anti-Soviet
activity.
On April 15, 1978, Barzinsky again
wrote about the case, saying that after
the appearance of his first article, many
workers, pedagogues, . Communists,
Comsomol members and non-Party
members wrote to him denouncing the
a c t i v i t y of M a r y n o v y c h and
Matusevych.
Barzinsky said that the public at the
trial was appaled by the activity of the
two Helsinki group members, and, after
a careful review of the facts, Barzinsky
said that the court handed down a "fair
verdict," which was aproved by those
present.

-?

Philadelphians mark Day of Solidarity
PHILADELPHIA, Pa. - A van
bearing a large billboard with the
message, "Ukraine, a nation of 55
million prisoners," and an illustration
of the territory of Ukraine in chains will
be traveling around center-city
Philadelphia January 10 to 17. The van
was rented by the Human Rights for
Ukraine - Moroz. Committee in the
hope of raising the public awareness of
the oppressions in Ukraine.
The event was planned in conjunction
with observances of the January 12 Dav

of Solidarity with Ukrainian political
prisoners.
The van will also be equipped with a
loudspeaker to transmit a taperecorded message. On the other side of
the billboard will be written "Human
rights; Russian style in Ukraine." An
illustration will depict a concentration
camp.
On January 12, a resolution
proclaiming Ukrainian Human Rights
Day was to be presented in City Council
Chambers' by .Councilman Louis
Johansen.
.v..
-ні! ".
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. Another Kremlin falsification
"Eternally Together." With this slogan the Soviets are commemorating in
1979 the 325th anniversary of the "reunification of Ukraine with Russia"
through the Treaty of Pereiaslav which was entered into by Ukrainian
Hetman Bohdan Khmelnytsky and the tsar of Muscovy in 1654.
An oral agreement to the "union" was concluded between the two parties in
January 1654 in Pereiaslav; a written treaty was signed in Moscow in March
of that year.
Under the terms of the treaty, as described in Ukraine: A. Concise
Encyclopaedia, Ukraine accepted the protection of the tsar, but remained a
separate body politic retaining its own socio-political and ecclesiastical order,
central and local governments, army and financial system and therightto
carry on diplomatic relations (except with Poland and Turkey).
The arrangement between Ukraine and Muscovy has been described by
hisK nans as that of a nominal vassal dependency in which Ukraine was under
the protectorate of Muscovy. Khmelnytsky continued to govern Ukraine as a
sovereign.
The most important consideration here is that the Pereiaslav treaty was,
first and foremost, a military alliance between the two states against Poland,
which was the then enslaving Ukraine.
According to Michael Hrushevsky's "A History of Ukraine," Muscovy,
however, took advantage of the treaty to little by little turn Ukraine into its
colony, calling each successive reduction in autonomy a "logical outgrowth of
the treaty of Khmelnytsky."
The Soviets would have us believe that the Pereiaslav treaty was the result
of a natural historical development whereby the two parties recognized their
common roots. They tell us that Kievan Rus was not a Ukrainian state, but a
state established by Eastern Slavs which became the cradle of three
"fraternal" peoples — Russians, Ukrainians and Byelorussians. The
Ukrainian nation, say these Soviet sources, emerged only in the 14th century
— i.e. after the disintegration of Kievan Rus.
The "reunification" in 1654, the Soviet argument continues, helped to
further even closer historical development of the two peoples and to
strengthen the friendship between them.
The Soviets would also have us believe — very conveniently for them —
that the forced incorporation of Ukraine into the USSR was simply the
continuation of the "reunification" agreed to in 1654.
Soviet propaganda for the observance of this "landmark event in the
history of Ukraine" 325 years ago, was begun last year and is continuing in its
media - those designed for external as well as internal consumption - with
reports of festivals staged to mark the anniversary, letters to the editor
pointing out the "great historic friendship" between the Russian and
Ukrainian nations, and historical "analyses" of the treaty.
it is up to us in the West to be on our guard and to expose this propaganda
for what it is: the falsification of history by the world's largest existing
colonial empire, that "prison of nations" known as the Soviet Union.
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Memorandum No. 2 - the Soviet empire
Following is the text of Memorandum No. 2 of the Ukrainian Public Group to
Promote the implementation of the Helsinki Accords, which up to now has not
been published in the Ukrainian press in the West. The document was included in
the, third edition of the "Reports of the Helsinki Accord Monitors in the Soviet
Union," released by the Commission on Security and Cooperation in Europe.
Memorandum No. 2 is dated January 20,1977, and was signed by Oles Berdnyk,
Nan Kandyba, Levko Lukianenko, Oksana Meshko, My kola Rudenko, Nina
Strokata-Karavanska and Oleksiy Tykhy. Documents in the commission's reports
were edited and prepared by the staff of the commission with the cooperation of
Khronika Press, ELTA News Service, the Committee for the Defense of Soviet
Political Prisoners, Radio Liberty Research and "Smoloskyp."
in several months, leading statesmen from the 35 countries which participated in
the historic conference in Helsinki will gather in Belgrade.
At the Belgrade conference, countries will be represented who have populations
two to three items less than were Ukraine's losses in the last world war and even
those whom the war had passed by. Such wide representation, of course, can only
be heartening. But, will long-suffering Ukraine, which has made innumerable
sacrifices in the name of peace among nations, be represented?
The Helsinki conference was dedicated precisely to this problem, the problem of
peace and security in Europe. How could it have happened that a highly developed
European country, with a population of 50 million and territory which surpasses
that of any Western European state, was not invited to the forum of nations' in
Helsinki?
Why didn't any of the participants of the Helsinki conference notice its absence?
is not Ukrajne a member of the United Nations with all the rights due it as such?
Was it not over its land, from the upper Dnister to the lower reaches of the Donets,
that Fascist tanks rolled?
it would be easy to ask many more rhetorical questions. But to us, members of
the Ukrainian Group to Promote the implementation of the Helsinki Accords, it is
obvious why this happened. We will attempt to clarify this misunderstanding with
complete frankness. And, of necessity, not without a feeling ot bitterness.
Western diplomats, if not from podia then in lobbies during international
conferences, continue to call the Soviet Union by the ancient term Russia. This is
not happenstance. The historical fact that the Russian Empire disintegrated long
ago and in its place was created a voluntary union of sovereign states was neither
mentally assimilated nor psychologically fixed either in the West or in the Soviet
Union itself. Tradition took precedence over law.
From an administrative-juristic standpoint, the Soviet Union should be
compared not to the United States, as is sometimes done, but to a united Europe, it
is precisely here that equal, allied states strive to unite their efforts. Precisely here is
created an all-European parliament which, through its prerogatives, reminds one of
the all-union government in its original form. But, a united Europe was never a
single empire, while the Soviet Union was created in place of the Russian Empire
which existd for several centuries. This is why that which was formed after October
1917 was burdened with all the horrors of the past.
Each of the union republics, in accordance with the Constitution of the USSR, is
as sovereign as any state that belongs to the European commonwealth, which one
can indeed call a union.
However, the imperialistic past of Russia hangs like a dark shadow over the
allied peoples, not allowing them to speak of their constitutionalrights.That is why
the personality cult, which in its worst form reproduced tsarist authoritarianism, is
substituted with another cult; from podia the word "union" goes forth, but it is
understood as "Russia." And that this has continued for six lull decades is in no
small measure the responsibility of Western leaders, for whom it was just as difficult
to break away from age-old traditions as it was for the peoples of the Russian
Empire.
in the meantime, the real sovereignty of the allied states, for the sake of which
rivers of blood have been spilled, is being steadily transformed into a convention of
protocol. And in recent years, chauvinistically inclined officials of the Russian
federation, whom no one ever punished for their militant chauvinism,
contemptously disregard even this pitiful convention. Today, for example, while
these lines are being written, a senior investigator of the procuracy of the city of
Moscow, someone named T'khonov, is digging among papers confiscated on his
orders from five members of the Ukrainian Public Group to Promote the
implementation of the'Helsinki Accords, it had not even dawned on him to turn to
(Continued on page 7)

News Quiz
This week's news quiz covers the four previous issues of The Ukrainian
Weekly. Answers will appear with the next qui:.
1. With whom did Ukrainian Catholic hierarchs recently meet?
2. Who is the Ukrainian most recently appointed as municipal court
judge?
3. Which country will release a postage stamp depicting a Ukrainian
icon?
4. Who was named soccer coach of the year bv The Star-Ledger of Newark, N.J.?
5. Which three Ukrainians will perform at a human rights benefit concert
at the Kennedy Center in Washington, D.C.?
6. Which magazine published Myl-!iaylo Osadchy's letter in which he details his imprisonment and exile?
7. Which Ukrainian women's organization observed its 30th anniversary
this year?
8. Where were the triple anniversaries of UNA publications observed
most recently?
9. Which Ukrainian political prisoner is expected to be permitted to emi–
grate to Canada?

10. When was Slavic Week held in New York City?
11. How long did Archbishop-Metropolitan Joseph Schmondiuk head the
Ukrainian Catholic Church in the United States?
12. Which coalition did the UCCA join recently?
13. Which awards did Slavko Nowytski receive most recently for his
films?
14. Who is the Ukrainian girl attending the Merchant Marine Academy?
15. Who is Andriy Mycio?'
16. Which anniversary will the UNA mark this year?
17. Where did Gen. Petro Grigorenko speak recently?
18. Who was named apostolic administrator following the metropolitan's
death?
19. Who is the Ukrainian political prisoner who died in December?
20. Where was a Plast ski camp held recently?

Answers to previous qui;: Presidents of the W'CFU: Minister of Multiculturalism
Sorman
Caftk; 15 years; Balys Gayaskas; decolonization of the USSR: "soul ofourforeign policy:" John
Hewryk; Pennsylvania Fraternal Congress: George Dzundza: Mark Hamulak.
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Spotlight on the UNA

insurance -

an instant estate

An estate is something that you leave upon your death to your wife, children or
others dear to you. it can amount to Si
or more, or run in the red figures,
depending on how much thought you had given to the matter.
if there were not the high degree of taxation, the inflationary spiral,our, at times,
exorbitant life styles, and the high cost of living, it would perhaps be possible, as in
the days of "Robber Barons" to accumulate a large fortune and upon our demise to
bequeath a degree of security to our loved ones.
But things being as they are, it is generally impossible to accumulate a desired
estate, except through insurance. Only the proper amount of insurance can mean
the difference between bread on the table (and sometimes a little cake), a college
education for the children, dignity of financial independence to the widow, and
total disintegration of a family unit.
There is only one sure way to acquire an "instant estate", and that is by
adequately insuring yourself. Once an insurance company, and we hope that in
your case it will be the Ukrainian National Association, accepts that first premium
for your insurance, you have provided for your family's needs upon your demise.
You have at that very instant assured yourself peace of mind that your family is
provided for should the income you bring into the family abruptly cease due to your
death. What nobler ambition can a person have?
How much insurance should you have? Telling a member of our sales force, that
"1 have enough life insurance" will not be enough. One of them will be calling upon
you soon since the Ukrainian National Association is developing a professional
insurance sales force for that purpose. He will help you plan an estate and provide
for your family's needs. He will need to know your present means, your income, and
within that framework work out the insurance program that will best provide the
resources needed by your dependents upon your death, giving due consideration to
your other savings, investments, social security, group life insurance policies, etc.
in the insurance field it is often stated that an ordinary person should carry at
least 5 times his annual earnings in life insurance. But are you that ordinary person?
Or do you have higher aspirations for your widow and for your children? The
higher your goals, the more life insurance you should carry.
The Ukrainian National Association has life insurance policies to suit your needs
and the needs of members of your family. The best policies for estate building are
our Life Paid Up at Age 65 Policy or class P-65, (face amount of insurance payable
at death but dues are payable only to age 65) or Double Protection at Age 65 Policy
or class DP-65, (face amount of policy is payable at death if it occurs before age 65;
one-half the face amount is paid if death occurs after age 65, dues are payable
during lifetime of member). Also available are our Five-Year Term and Ten-Year
Term policies or class T-5 and T-lO, (face amount of insurance is payable if death
occurs during five or ten-year period certificate is in force). There are no cash
surrender values on these Five and Ten-Year Term policies but the premiums are
extraordinarily low and are ideal for maximum protection at lowest cost possible.
Are you wondering about the cost of such insurance? Assume that you are 30
years of age and you need S10,000 life insurance coverage in order to complete your
"instant estate." The cost to you would be as follows:
Class'P-65
Annual Cost S212.00
. Class DP-65
Annual Cost S 147.40
. Class T-5
Annual Cost S60.20
Class T-10
Annual Cost S63.30
For a small additional cost of approximately 58.80 annually you can obtain
double indemnity protection which rovides for an additional payment of a death
benefit equal to the face amount of insurance in case of death resulting from an
accident.
in addition, your annual cost would be reduced by annual dividends which
would start at S50 the first year and increase approximately S1 per year thereafter.
The Ukrainian National Association has other plans of insurance which may be
best suited for your particular needs. The Organizing Department of the Ukrainian
National Association will welcome the opportunity to be of service to you. Let our
professionals help you analyze your estate structure, if same can be improved, the
Ukrainian National Association will offer the best possible terms for additional life
insurance coverage, if no improvement can be made, you will be reassured by our
representative and you will be commended for having provided for your
"distributees, legatees, and assigns forever." in short, that you have provided for
your wife and children, should your annual income, for reason of death, come to an
abrupt halt.
Every insurance plan must be individualized to the highest degree. Each person's
family is different. Their needs are different. Each man's ambitions for his family
are different. Telephone the Ukrainian National Association and ask for our
professionals to analyze your particular needs and make recommendations for
changes based on sound business and economic reasons. Call (201) 451-2200, or
(212)227-5250 now!
Become a member of the Ukrainian National Association.
Organizing Department

Svitlychna, Grigorenko...
(Continued from page 2)

explaining that in one statement he
thanks the government for forgiving
him his crimes and releasing him from
prison. Secondly, a political prisoner,
they said.who has been determined to
be terminally sick should be, by law,
released from prison and. in Snehiriov's
case, the doctors did not diagnose him
to be terminally sick yntil the end of
May.
"in fact, he was not released.. Why?
That is obvious - they feared the

revelation of their torture and
fabrication," wrote the Grigorenkos.
"The true meaning of Snehiriov's work
is in his suffering and firm commitment
of spirit in the face of obvious
hopelessness."
"Snehiriov was killed, more
accurately he was tortured to death, and
the world does not have the right to
passively view this fact. We request that
everyone who reads this to protest this
underhanded killing in any way
possible," they said.

Sips that pass in the night
by Roman J. Lysniak
...A
John Subota, our Ukrainian American hero, prided
himself on being something of a good Samaritan. He was
passing an apartment house in the small hours of the
morning one day, while walking his dog, when he noticed a
man leaning limply against the doorway.
"What's the matter," he asked, "Drunk?"
"Yup."
"Do you live in this house?"
"Yup."
"Do you want me to help you upstairs?"
"Yup."
With much difficulty John Subota half dragged, half
carried the drooping figure up the stairway to the second
floor.
"What floor do you live on? " he asked, "is this it?"
"Yup."
Rather than, perhaps, face an irate wife who might, perhaps, take him for a
companion more at fault than her spouse, he opened the first door he came to and
pushed the limp figure in.
Our good Samaritan groped his way downstairs again. As he was passing
through the vestibule he was able to make out the dim outlines of another man,
apparently in a worse condition than the first one.
"What's the matter?" John Subota asked. "Are you drunk, too?"
"Yep," was the feeble reply.
"Do you live in this house, too?"
"Yep."
"Shall 1 help you upstairs?"
"Yep."
Our good Samaritan pushed, pulled and carried him to the second floor, where
this second man also said he lived. He opened the same door and pushed him in.
As he reached the front door he discerned the shadow of a third man, evidently
worse off than either of the other two. He was about to approach him when the
object of his solicitude lurched out into the street and threw himself into the arms of
a passing policeman.
"Off shur! Off shur! Fer hea v'n sake, off shur," he gasped, "protec' me from that
man. He's done nothin' all night long but carry me upstairs and throw me down th'
elevator shaft!"

Eye on books
by Dr. Aleksender Sokolyszyn

"The American image of Russia, 1917-1977," edited with an introduction and
comments by Benson L. Grayson. New York, F. Ungar Publishing Co., СІ978. 388
pp. illustrated. 21cm. includes bibliographical references and index.
The title of the book, "The American
image of Russia, 1917-1977," is
misleading and it should have read "The
American image of the Soviet Union,
1917-1977" because Russia is one of 15
republics of the USSR.
The book consists of 52 articles
dealing with the so-called "new Soviet
society," Russification and the creation
of a so-called "Soviet nation," whose
predominant language is Russian.
in the 60 years of Soviet rule, there
were many Americans who supported
the new government in Moscow, some
who were neutral to it, and some who
critized it after being angered and
disillusioned by it.
The book begins with a quote lrom
President Woodrow Wilson in which
the U.S. President said that "the
President welcomes the revolution" in
that country, in the introduction to the
book, there is a mention about an
American organization called Friends
of Russia, which existed at the time in
the United States. There are also
photographs of an American relief
truck in Kazan, an American relief
kitchen in Moscow and portraits of
some of the Americans who visited the

USSR at the time.
The editor mentions the American
diplomatic recognition of the Soviet
Union, the purges after the
assassination of Sergei Kirov in
December 1934, the trials of Zinoviev,
Kam'enev and 14 others accused of
plotting the death of Joseph Stalin. The
Nazi-Soviet treaty is discussed in the
book, along with the wartime
partnership between the United States
and the Soviet Union and the
subsequent periods of cold war,
peaceful co-existence and detente.
President Jimmy Carter's human rights
policy is also discussed.
Among the persons who became
disillusioned by the Soviet government,
the editor lists Emma Goldman,
Granville Hicks and Norman Thomas.
On pp. 98-99, Goldman is quoted as
saying that she heard of the famine in
Ukraine. Goldman said: "Why, down
around Kharkov, the people are so
hungry that they arc slicing hams of
each other's butts and eating them.
That's no lie." Goldman's photograph is
on p. 62. She was a writer who rejected
the Communist Party's instructions to
writers.
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UABA to hold mid-year conference Plan exhibit of "samvydav
RUTHERFORD, N.J. - The board
The weekend's events will begin with a at New York Museum
of governors of the Ukrainian get acquainted cocktail party on Friday,
American Bar Association (UABA)
announced this week that it will hold its
mid-year conference in Cleveland in
March.
The Cleveland site has added
meaning because the UABA was
founded there not quite two years ago.
"We hope that Cleveland, because of
its central location, will produce a larger
turnout than usual," reported Dr.
Myroslaw Smorodsky, the association's
current president, "There.by affording
our members an opportunity to meet
with new Ukrainian American lawyers
and law students, as well as to rekindle
friendships established at prior UABA
functions."
The 1979 mid-year conference, like
the historic founding convention, will
be held at the Port O' Call Resort inn,
just a few minutes ride from the airport.

March 23, in the hospitality suite. The
conference proper — to be held, on
Saturday and Sunday, March 24-25 will feature the presentation of papers
and discussion on immigration practice,
social security laws and regulations, and
an especially informative session on
advising clients about the form their
business should take, titled "Going into
Business: Sole P r o p r i e t o r s h i p ,
Partnership, or Corporation."
The Ukrainian American Bar
Association welcomes further inquiry
from practicing attorneys as well as law
students. For further information, write
to the Ukrainian American Bar
Association, P.O. Box 1513, Main Post
Office, Washington, D.C. 20013, or
contact Atty. Smorodsky directly at 17
Ames Ave., Rutherford, N.J. 07070,
(201) 939-0694.

New Yorkers plan independence program
NEW YORK, NY. - The 61st
anniversary of the proclamation of
Ukrainian independence will be
observed here with a concert Sunday,
January 21, at 4 p.m. at the Fashion
institute, 225 W. 24th St.
The program is being held under the
auspices of the United Ukrainian
American Organizations of New York,
the UCCA branch.
it will include readings of the January
22 proclamations by New York Gov.
Hugh Carey and New York City Mayor
Edward Koch.
The keynote speaker will be Atty.
ihor Rakowsky.
Ukrainian Opera inc. will present a
scene from the opera "Olha Kyiivska"
and a montage dedicated to the January
22 anniversary. The performers will be
Halyna Andreadis, Marta Kokolska–
Musijtchuk, Mykola Holodyk, Bohdan
Chaplynsky, volodymyr Karpynets,
Donna Marusevich, bandurist Roman
Lewycky and Nadia Dyky. Musical
accompaniment will be provided by
Christopher Madjar.

The program is made possible with
public funds from the New York State
Council of the Arts.

LA. to mark
Ukraine's independence
LOS ANGELES, Calif. - A dinner
and concert will be held here at the
Ukrainian . Culture . Center Sunday,
January 21, at 1 p.m. in com–
memoration of the 61st anniversary of
the proclamation of Ukraine's indepen–
dence in Kiev and the 60th anniversary
of the formation of the Ukrainian
National Republic.
For further information write to the
Ukrainian Culture Center, 4315
Melrose Ave., Los Angeles, Calif. 90029
or call 665-3703.
Dr. John O. Flis, UNA Supreme
President, will be the keynote speaker.
The "Kobzar" National Ukrainian
Chorus, under the direction of
Yolodymyr Bozyk, will perform.

NEW YORK, NY. - On February
10, The Ukrainian Museum, located at
203 Second Ave., will be'the site of an
exhibit of Ukrainian and other
underground literature of the Soviet
Union. The exhibit will end March 18.
The exhibit, which will be organized
jointly by the museum and the
magazine, "Suchasnist," will feature
displays of documents written by a
number of prominent human rights
activists. Among the writers whose
work will be represented are: Ukrainian
dissidents valentyn Moroz, vyacheslav
Chornovil, Mykola Rudenko, Leonid
Piyushch and former Soviet Army
Gen. Petro Grigorenko, the Jewish
activist Anatoly Shcharansky, and
Russian Nobel Peace Prize Winner
Andrei Sakharov.
in addition the exhibit will display a
number of clandestinely circulated

Clevelanders to hold
January 22 program

dissident journals, among them the
Ukrainian . Herald, the. Chronicle of
Current Events, and the Chronicle of
the Lithuanian Catholic Church.
in addition to the writings of human
rights activists, the exhibit will feature
photographs of psychiatric hospitals
and prisons where dissidents are
incarcerated.
A unique feature of the exhibit will be
the display of manuscripts and of poetry
by imprisoned Ukrainian, Russian,
Lithuanian and Jewish writers. Many of
the documents were smuggled out of
Soviet prisons.
A particular focus of the exhibit will
be the struggle of non-Russian
nationalities in the USSR to achieve
national, cultural and human rights.
Most of the Ukrainian, Jewish and
Lithuanian documents will be exhibited
for the first time in the United States.

Doctor's office
ransacked

CLEVELAND, Ohio. - The local

MACEDONIA, Ohio. - Police are

Ukrainian community will commemo–
rate the 60th anniversary of the Act of
Union with a banquet Saturday,
January 20, at the Holy Protecress
Ukrainian Church hall in Prama, Ohio.
The keynote speakers at the program
will be Dr. John O. Flis, UNA Supreme
President; Sen. Howard Metzenbaum
(DrOhio) and Rep. Mary Rose Oakar
(D-Ohio).
The program will be the culmination
of the jubilee year of the United
Ukrainian Organizations of Greater
Cleveland. Special certificates will be
presented to outstanding community
leaders.
A special exhibit of Ukrainian
memorabilia from the time of
Ukrainian independence will be shown.
The items on display are from the
collection of Michael Svitlyk.

investigating the robbery of drugs and
about S200 from Dr. Julian Movchan's
medical office here on valley view
Road.
Dr. Movchan, a general practitioner
here for more than 18 years, said two
men held him and his wife at gunpoint
Wednesday, January 3, while they
ransacked his office for amphetamines
and barbiturates.
One man entered Dr. Movchan's
office, which is in his home, at 9 p.m.,
asked for treatment and then pulled a
small handgun, the doctor told police.
A second man entered the office and
demanded that Dr. Movchan's wife
come downstairs. She was babysitting
their two preschool-aged grandchildren.

News analysis

Human, national rights and the decolonization of the USSR
by Borys Potapenko
(4)

Later, in the same memorandum,
they question Ukraine's sovereign
status and membership in the United
Nations: "Sometimes it even seems
strange why Ukraine still exists on
geographical maps, why a Ukrainian
word can still be heard now and then.
And the strangest of all is that
Ukraine is a member of the United
Nations and therefore is considered a
sovereign state. We will not be
playing blindman's bluff; this
statehood of ours is nothing but a
paper mirage. And the time has come
to dot all the i's, to end the incessant
and insidious game with our
sovereignty, as well as with the
sovereignty of all the other union
republics."
Also, the group again indicts
Russia for its imperialism and
chauvinism: "But why should
Moscow be making the decisions for
us at international forums as to these
or other problems, obligations, etc.?
Why should Ukraine s cultural,
creative, scientific, agricultural and

-
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"visii" World News Service

international problems be defined
and planned in the capital of the
neighboring state? We are not naive
simpletons. We understand that at
work here is that very same spirit of
imperialism and chauvinism, about
which our bard Taras Shevchenko
wrote with such clarity and anger..."
One need not only look to the
Ukrainian group for positions
demanding the sovereign rights of
their country, in a document issued
by Oleksa Tykhy and Father vasyl
Romaniuk, a detailed list of
proposed actions is outlined by the
two authors which are to assist the
struggle to oppose the imperialistic
and chauvinistic policies of Moscow.
The rationale for their struggle is
included in the following excerpt:
'Moscow's chauvinism justifies the
continuation of the spiritual
genocide of our nation through
Marxism - Leninism in the form of
Stalinist bolshevism, the most
terrible and reactionary idea of the
contemporary world.

"The situation in which Ukraine
finds itself, obligates all Ukrainian
patriots in the homeland, as well as
those beyond its borders, to take
upon themselves the responsibility
for the fate of their nation. The
highest principles of social and
national life is the Universal
Declaration of Human Rights of the
United Nations and the conventions
and documents of the United
Nations with regard to the
sovereignty and independence of
nations and peoples. We divorce
ourselves from the policies and
practices of the Communist Party of
the Soviet Union with regard to the
nationalities question.
"We understand and share the
aspirations of all nations for
independence and the assistance
from democratic countries and the
United Nations to such aspirations.
"We are grateful to all nations,
governments, parties and individuals
in the world for their support of the
struggle for the independence of

nations, particularly Ukraine. First
of all we are grateful to the United
States and Canada.
"We believe, that through the
strength of the Ukrainian nation, the
moral support of other countries of
the USSR, including Russia,
democratic countries and the United
Nations, Ukraine in the not to distant
future will achieve independence and
will assume its rightful place among
the great democratic countries of the
world."
The writings of these and other
contemporary Ukrainian patriots all
lead to one unmistakable conclusion:
the struggle for the liberation of
Ukraine and other nations in the
Soviet empire is part and parcel of
the universal movement toward
human rights. The ultimate goal of
world peace and freedom will not be
achieved through a false and
inequitable "amalgamation" of
nations or through the establishment
(Continued о n page 8)
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C1US lectures in 1979

CAMBR1DGE, Mass. - An eight-week academic and extracurricular program
Following is a list oflectures to be held during the winter session by the Canadian
from June 25 to August 17 will be organized by the Harvard Summer School and
the Ukrainian Research institute of Harvard University, its purpose is to offer institute of Ukrainian Studies. The lectures will be held at The Common Room at
jhe
University of Toronto at 21 Sussex Ave. Forfurtherinformationcall(4l5)978university instruction in Ukrainian studies and supplementary lectures and
6934.
presentations on Ukrainian society and culture to a large number of students.
Students admitted will receive tuition scholarships from the Ukrainian Studies
Fund, a non-profit organization that sponsors Ukrainian studies at Harvard. Monday, January 22, 8 p.m.
Walter G. Kuplowsky, Toronto; "Multiculturajism and . Canadian
Applicants must submit transcripts of their academic records and enroll in two of
Constitutional Reform: Can Culture Be Legislated?".
the. following courses for credit:
SLAVIC:
Ukrainian SA. Beginning Ukrainian. Natalia Pylypiuk.
Primarily for students with' little or no knowledge of the language. An
introduction to the basic elements of Ukrainian structure with emphasis on
speaking. Daily visits to the language laboratory required. (The course is limited to
20 students. Students whose placement scores do not entitle them to enter
Ukrainian SB will be assigned to Ukrainian SA.)
Ukrainian SB. intermediate Ukrainian. Oleh ilnytzkyj.
For students with an elementary knowledge of Ukrainian wishing to improve
their speaking knowledge, includes readings from modern authors, class
discussions and reports, and exercises in vocabulary building. Conducted in
Ukrainian and English. (Limited to 20 students.)
Ukrainian S100. Ukrainian Literature. George G. Grabowicz.
Survey of 20th-century Ukrainian literature - poetry, prose and drama.
Emphasis on close readings of major authors. Conducted^in Ukrainian and
English. Prerequisite: One year of Ukrainian or equivalent.
HISTORY
History S153. The Kozak Period in Ukrainian History. Frank E. Sysyn.
Topics include: The formation of the Zaporozhian Kozaks, the Polish
penetration of Ukraine, the Orthodox cultural revival, the Union of Brest, the
Khmelnytsky revolt and the establishment of Kozak political entities, Ukrainian
culture in the Early-Modern period - "Kozak Baroque," the Polish triumph in
right-bank Ukraine, the integration of the Ukrainian lands into the Russian and
Austrian empires.
Tuition cost for an eight-credit program is usually S750. Because of a subvention
of the Ukrainian Studies Fund, students will be required to pay only S100 in the
form of a four-year membership to the Friends of the Harvard Ukrainian Research
institute.
Fees: application - S10; registration - S25; health insurance (mandatory) J20; room and board S25 (deposit), S610 (includes three meals;day for 7
daysyweek).
For further information, please write: Summer institute, Ukrainian Research
institute, Harvard Universitv. 1583 Massachusetts Ave„ Cambridge, Mass. 02138,
or call (617) 495-4053.
For application forms, please contact: Harvard Summer School, Department
Ul, 20 Garden St., Cambridge, Mass. 02138, (617) 495-2921.

Monday, January 29, 8 p.m.
Anna Balan, Toronto; "The Portrayal of Ukrainians in the Works of Morley
Callaghan, W.O. Mitchell, Margaret Laurence and Sinclair Ross."
Monday, February 5, 8 p.m.
TO BE ANNOUNCED
Monday, February 12, 8 p.m.
Oleh Romanyshyn, University of Toronto; "The Historical and Literary
Background to Ukrainian-Spanish Relations."
Monday, February 19, 1979.
N O S E M I N A R D U R I N G R E A D I N G WEEK

Monday, February 26, 8 p.m.
І van Jaworsky, Carleton University; "Ukrainians in Eastern Europe after World
War Two."
Monday, March 5, 8 p.m.
No seminar. ThefirstW. Kurelek lecture for 1979 will be held in'the auditorium
of the Medical Sciences Building, University of Toronto, at 8 p.m. The lecturer will
be Prof. J. Mass.(Cornell University), speaking on "Paintings as a Mirror of the
Mind."
Monday, March 12, 8 p.m.
Dr. Taras Zakydalsky, Toronto; "ivan v"yshensky and the Religious
Controversy in Early 17th Century Ukraine."
Monday, March 19, 8 p.m.
Lisa E. Schneider, University of Toronto; "Emma Andijewska's 'Roman pro
dobru liudynu': The Displaced Persons Camp as Purgatory."
Monday, March 26, 8 p.m.
Prof. Roman Serbyn, Universite du Quebec a Montreal; "The National
Awakening in Ukraine, 1859-1963: Students at Kharkiv and Kiev Universities."
Monday, April 2, 8 p.m.
Boris Budilovsky, Toronto; "Law in Soviet Ukraine: Experiences and
Observations of a Former Soviet Lawyer" (in Ukrainian).

Memorandum No. 2...
(Continued from page 4)
the procurator for the city of Kiev. He arbitrarily signed the orders for searches of
citizens of the Ukrainian SSR, just as this was done in the tsarist empire, where no
republics existed. Also, Sergei Kovalev was convicted in Lithuania on the basis of
the Procedural Code of the RSFSR. The uncontrolled KGB still sends hundreds of
Ukrainian political prisoners to Mordovia and the Urals (that is, onto the territory
of neighboring states). And this is considered normal. This is how it is with the laws
of the republics — they are simply ignored.
it should be noted that Marxism as the official ideology of the Soviet Union loses
some of its allure with each passing year. What should take its palce? Over here,
they never stop repeating: patriotism, love of the homeland. As a result, today, just
as during the years of the Great Patriotic War, that which in Russian is constantly
being pushed to the forefront, though under the label "of the homeland." However,
a citizen of the USSR has the right to say: an Armenian has his homeland and я
Russian his. Do union obligations really demand the renunciation of republic
citizenship? Does a Ukrainian really not have the right to consider Ukraine his
homeland? Which laws deny him this natural right?
Such laws did exist in tsarist Russia; there are none such in the USSR, instead,
the USSR has the KGB, a military organization which counters sacred human
rights with brute strength. According to the norms of the KGB, patriotism can only
be Russian or "all-Soviet", which in practice also means Russian. The vicepresident of the Academy of Sciences of the USSR, P.N. Fedoseyev, even created
an "all-Soviet" language, one which, of course, is not a new form of Esperanto, but
the same old Russian.
Russia is glorified in hundreds of poems and songs, something which, as Russian
culture in general, we of course treat with respect. But if you try to express your love
for Ukraine in the same images, Mordovian camps or special psychiatric hospitals
await you. Do the popular masses of Russia know this? Of course they do not.
Thus, for example, in the ardent, deeply patriotic work of v. Moroz, "A
Chronicle of Resistance," for which he was arrested, there is not a single reference
to armed resistance. The theme deals with the inhabitants of the village of Kosmach
who. in preserving their native traditions, oppose spiritual standarization and the
standardization of their everyday lives, i.e. pseudoculture. Nothing more!
Nevertheless, this proved enough to have v. Moroz thrown into the worst of
prisons - viadimir — for six years. After prison, eight years of concentration
camps and Siberian exile remain. But he has sung the praises of things of the
homeland, something that Soviet writers call for these days. But these things of the
homeland he saw not just anywhere, but in Ukraine. This alone is the essence of his
"crime."

Another example is that of native craftsman, artist-intarsist, Petro Ruban, who
created a highly artistic work — an inlaid cover of a book out of wood — as a gift to
the American people on the occasion of the Bicentennial of the USA. On the cover
was the Statue of Liberty and the caption "200 Years." The work was stolen out of
the workshop and the artist sentenced on the basis of artificially fabricated charges
to eight years in strict regime camps and five years exile with confiscation of
property. They charged him with pilferage of materials from the furniture factory
where he worked. The charges, however, were constructed cynically and without
evidence. And all this happened just a half year before the Belgrade meeting. This
inhuman verdict clearly shows what the unbridled chauvinists seek from the
Helsinki Accords.'Their tactics are simple: it is fine to sign any international
document whatsoever, but at home as they say, "we will put things in order
ourselves."
,
Dozens, if not hundreds, of such examples can be cited, in truth, there is no more
bitter fate than to be born a Ukrainian.
There is no doubt about this: in a civilized state such things cannot continue for
too long. Such experiments can be conducted only with confused, illiterate people,
and there are less and less of them in the USSR. This is why we are convinced that in
the end law will triumph over an imperialistic tradition. For in its legal foundations,
the USSR is, after all, still an empire.
Yes, we are aware that Western government officials have a basis for treating
with skepticism the issue that has been raised by the Ukrainian group: will Ukraine
be represented at the conference in Belgrade or will it not? And yet we still turn to
the countries which participated in the Helsinki conference with this appeal:
demand the participation of Ukraine at all conferences on security in Europe!
Security in Europe cannot become a reality if a nation of 50 million, which has
suffered through countless misfortunes during two world wars, is artificially barred
from participating in European affairs.
The forms of union relationships are not eternal: they alter with time. New
generations will come, generations which will read in the agreement of December
27, 1922, on the basis of which the USSR was created, that which is written there,
and not that which is being dictated by the KGB. Then the conditional will become
the unconditional, that which has been declared in form will be changed into state
and national reality.
The citizenry of the world can do very much to hasten this day. Only then will the
nations of Eastern Europe achieve full independence, only then will Western
Europe sigh in relief; the threat of a new world war will have disappeared forever, if
only this would come to be understood!
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Yonkers you^h-setectea^jp
New York all-star soccer team

Recently released...
Speaking with the Ukrainian Central
information Service(UClS) in London,
Sharyhin expressed praise for the
Ukrainian political prisoners, with
whom he was confined. He said that he
learned a great deal about the human
and national rights struggle in Ukraine
and was proud to have made their
acquaintance.
in the Mordovian camps, prisoners
worked at glass polishing, making clock
casings, constructing small automobile
parts and other minor materials for
export. Sharyhin said that Western
consumers should be aware that some
of the Soviet-made trinkets they
purchase may have been produced by
political prisoners.
Sharyhin told the UC1S that many of
the prisoners in the camps are not

SUNDAY. JANUARY

only members of the Organization of
Ukrainian
Nationalists who were
arrested and sentenced in the postWorld War 11 years, but many persons
who were arrested in the 1970s for their
affiliation with the OUN.
He said that some 60 percent of the
political prisoners are Ukrainians, and
that among them he did not come across
one person who was a Marxist. All of
them, he said, supported the idea of
Ukraine's secession from the Soviet
Union and the creation of an
independent Ukrainian state.
Sharyhin said that all of the
Ukrainian political prisoners believe
that human rights can only be
guaranteed in an independent
Ukrainian state.

YONKERS, N.Y. Bohdan
Kucyna, a member of the Yonkers
SUMA "Krylati" soccer team, has been
selected to the New York State all-star
soccer team.
, Mr. Kucyna is a sophomore at
Manhattan College where he also plays
soccer for the school team, in 1978, he
was named top player for his college
team.
Mr. Kucyna has been playing for
"Krylati" since the age of 10, and has
over the years gained the praise and
admiration of his fellow players and
fans.
He received his award during a
banquet on Friday, December 15, 1978.
it was presented to him by several
players of the New York Apollos soccer
team.

Bohdan Kucyna

Human, national rights...
-^

(Continued from page 6)

of a world order founded on bi-polar
or tri-polar spheres of influence and
domination, but rather through
respect for the equality of all nations
which in the final analysis can only be
achieved through respect for
national sovereignty and indepen–
dence.
Decolonization of the USSR
it is in keeping with this latter goal
that the World. Congress of Free
Ukrainians, Lithuanian World
Community,. Conference of Free
Byelorussians, World Federation of
Free Latvians and the Estonian
World . Council initiated the
campaign for the decolonization of
the USSR, in issuing their joint 148page memorandum titled "To The
United Nations General Assembly: A
R e s o l u t i o n with A p p e n d e d
D o c u m e n t s C o n c e r n i n g the
Decolonization of the Union of
Soviet Socialist Republics" (Toronto
- New York, 1978), the coalition
points out that, "Freedom, national
independence and human rights are
the highest values and aims of every
civilized nation and people in the
world. Although these were
enunciated in the United Nations
Charter,covenants, declarations and
resolutions and applied by the
United Nations since 1945 to many
colonial nations and peoples in
Africa, South Asia and South
America, they were never applied
directly by the United Nations to
Eastern Europe and Northern and
Central Asian territories particularly
to the 34 distinctive nations and
peoples under the domination of the
U n i o n of Soviet S o c i a l i s t
Republics ... it (the decolonization of
the USSR) will herald a new era
based on a new positive and
constructive approach to solve the
problems of mankind on the
principles of humanism, which will
substantially reduce the destructive
forces of nations and concentrate on
the peaceful uses of the economies
and resources of our alobe for the
well-being and happiness of people
throughout the world."
The five sponsoring organizations
of the decolonization memorandum,
r e p r e s e n t i n g the d i a s p o r a
communities of the three Baltic
countries, Ukraine and Byelorussia
as well as the aspirations of their

brethren in their respective
homelands, were chosen on the basis
of the unique standing of these
countries in the international arena.
The occupation and annexation of
Lithuania, Latvia and Estonia by
Soviet Russia has never been
recognized by the United States and
other Western states, while Ukraine
and Byelorussia have been
recognized as separate and distinct
countries on the European continent
by the United Nations. These
considerations "provide a modicum
of legitimacy for pursuing the true
emancipation of these countries on
the multilateral plane," maintain
representatives of the coalition. They
add that efforts are underway to gain
the support of other organizations
which represent disparate groups in
the Soviet empire.
The memorandum

The memorandum is a com–
pilation of the resolution for
decolonization and six sections of
appended materials which contain 90
specific documents. The resolution,
in its operative paragraphs, calls for:
a) The establishment of a distinct
Russian national state within its
ethnographic territory; b) The
establishment in the 14 non-Russian
national colonial territorial units
free, independent and separate
national states; c) The implement–
ation of the right of selfdetermination for the presently
designated "autonomous republics"
and all other recognized national
groups within the present territory of
the USSR; d) The withdrawal from
all non-Russian republics and
regions ofi all Soviet political,
administrative and police apparatus
and personnel, and all military forces
and p e r s o n n e l of R u s s i a n
nationality; e) The creation of a
United Nations Supervisory
Commission and Field Commission
to supervise and implement United
Nations resolutions and directives
relating to the above provisions.
The six sections of appended
materials range from an analysis of
"The Continuity of Russian Colonial
imperialism in the USSR." to
specific documents concerning
interventions on behalf of the
subjugated nations by various
governments at the United Nations.
Other sections include 26 treaties and

declarations of the once free
countries, 21 specific documents,
appeals and statements from the
dissident movements in the USSR
and a lengthy section on testimonies,
documents, reports, declarations and
statistics on Soviet Russian colonial
policies of genocide and the struggles
of national resistance.
The decolonization campaign was
formally initiated during the Third
World Congress of Free Ukrainians
held in New York on November 2426, 1978. it had an immediate impact
on the USSR Mission to the United
Nations, whose protests to the
United Nations forced the
cancellation of a meeting between the
presidents of the five sponsoring
organizations and a representative of
the secretary general of the United
Nations, Dr. Kurt Waldheim.
Despite continuing Soviet protests,
Yuri Shymko, former secretary
general of the World. Congress of
Free Ukrainians, held a meeting with
the president of the U.N. General
Assembly, indalecio Lievano, who
accepted the memorandum and
transmitted it to the human rights
and decolonization committees of
the United Nations.
On November 23, 1978, a special
press conference was held in New
York at the Church Center for the
United Nations with numerous
members of the United Nations press
corps in attendance. Along with
representatives of the five sponsoring
organizations, Leonid Plyushch,
Gen. Petro Grigorenko, Nadia
Svitlychna and Simas Kudirka were
in attendance and endorsed the
decolonization memorandum and
called on the United Nations to
immediately implement its operative
provisions.
The four former dissidents and
representatives of the five
organizations held lengthy meetings
with U.S. representatives in the U.S.
Mission to the United Nations and
met with the ambassador of Canada
at the Canadian Mission. Thev called
for U.S. and Canadian support for
the decolonization resolution.
Also, during the Third WCFU
over 10 delegations of Ukrainians
from outside North America visited
their respective missions to the
United Nations and transmitted the
decolonization resolution to
appropriate representatives of their
governments.. Finally, on November

26, 1978, over 8,000 individuals
joined the representatives of the five
organizations and the former
dissidents in a political rally for the
decolonization of the USSR which
was held at the Soviet Mission to the
United Nations. The rally was widely
reported in all of the New York
papers, television stations and radio
programs.
The coalition for the decoloni–
zation of the USSR reports that the
memorandum will be distributed to
key members of the U.S. Congress,
Canadian Parliament as well as to
the legislatures of all countries where
their communities exist. Efforts are
underway to secure the sponsorship
ot one or more members of the
United Nations Decolonization
Committee, which will meet in the
spring of 1979. Also, there are plans
for a symposium on the Soviet
Russian empire in New York in the
fall of 1979.
Representatives of the WCFU
explain that this effort is in
conformity with the hopes and
demands of the liberation movement
in Ukraine. They site the Ukrainian
Herald No. 7-8 which states in part:
"We address this work to Secretary
General of the U.N. Kurt Waldheim
and we appeal that: The question of
the liquidation of Soviet Russian
colonialism be taken under
consideration during the next session
of the U.N. General Assembly; and
that U.N. observers be sent to
Ukraine^ during preparations for
elections' to a supreme body of
government in Ukraine."
The authors of the Herald further
state: "it is possible that there will be
some U.N. members who will call our
demands Utopian. We reply to them
that we do not delude ourselves by
thinking that the Soviet regime will
yield to our demands without a
struggle and will give up its colonial
and chauvinistic policies. But a
world wide indictment of Soviet
colonialism would provide us with
great support in our sacred struggle
for the ideals of freedom, while
the members of the U.N. would at the
same time be rid of their moral
culpability for their prenicious
silence."
The End
..
,
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Babak, Plishka, Hrynkiv
applauded for D.C. concert
WASHINGTON, D.C. - Renata upraised eyebrows, another with a
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Promoted to associate professor
SH1PPENSBURG, Pa. - Dr. EmU
Bej of Shippensburg, has been
promoted to associate professor of
economies' and management science at
Shippensburg State College.
Dr. Bej holds degrees from Detroit
Business institute, the University of
Detroit and the Ukrainian Free
University. He received his doctor's
degree from the Ukrainian Free
University in 1970. He has served with
the SSC faculty since 1969.
Dr. Bej is the son of Mrs. Klementyna
Bej of Troy, Mich. He is married to the
former Уега Szwabiuk, daughter of
Mrs. Anna Szwabiuk of Philadelphia,
Pa. The couple has two sons, Mark and
Andrew.
Dr. Bej recently published two
articles.
"EEC (European Economic
Community) and the Neutrals:
Economic
Reasons for Austria's
inclusion into the. Community" has
been p u b l i s h e d by " R e v i t a

trimphant swell."
Mr. Libbey did say that her only fault
was diction, but "even when her diction
goes awry, or she breaks the vocal line
unnecessarily with catch-breaths,
Babak sings with a conviction and
intensity which carry all before them."
Of Mr. Plishka, Mr. Libbey said that
he "was not to be outdone by his
partner."
"After warming up with a couple of
the parlor-style songs, these ones by
Tchaikovsky, he found his diction,
support, resonance, and tone all at
once, and kept them beautifully intact
for the rest of the evening," wrote Mr.
Libbey.
The reviewer wrote that Miss Babak
and Mr. Plishka "traded brilliant
moments, and even teamed up on a
few."
"Other highlights included a splendid
'vocalise' of Ravel, sung by Babak in
such a way that the wordless text was
full of meaning, so fully did she utilize
all of her expressive equipment, and
Plishka's brilliant presentation of 'Ella
NEW YORK, N.Y. - The 85th
giammai m'amo from verdi's "Don
jubilee of the well-known longtime
Carlos,' " concluded Mr. Libbey.
community and UNA activist, Dr.
Wasyl Palidwor, will be marked here at
Renata Babak sings
the Ukrainian National Home today,
Sunday, January 14, at 4 p.m. with
anthem at D.C.
dinner and an entertainment program.
The testimonial is being sponsord by
basketball game
a special jubilee committee composed of
Miss Babak's repertoire included
representatives
of the organizations in
WASHINGTON, D.C. - Renata
works by some Ukrainian composers,
such as Lysenko, Mayboroda and Babak, the Ukrainian opera singer who which Dr. Palidwor has been active.
The entertainment portion of the
defected to the West, sang the U.S.
Zaremba.
"Babak's singing overflowed with national anthem at the start of the program will consist of performances
conviction from the very first notes, in Washington Bullets basketball game by the "Promin" girls' singing ensemble
these songs, as in every selection she against the. Chicago Bulls Tuesday, directed by Bohdanna Wolansky and by
humorist ivan "lker" Kernytsky.
sang, Babak's outstanding projection , January 2.
Remarks about the life of Dr.
Miss Babak appeared at the Bullets'
and squarely-centered intonation were
a delight, as was her refreshing habit of game at an invitation of team owner Palidwor will be delivered by
singing to the audience, not merely for Abe Pollin, who is a member of the Dr.volodymyr Savchak. Congratula–
it," wrote M r. Libbey. "She was adept at honorary committee for the Human tions and best wishes will be extended
finding the expressive gesture that was Rights Concert at which Miss Babak by representatives of the following
organizations: the United Ukrainian
just right, ending one song with performed on January 6.
American Organizations of New York,
the UCCA branch, in which Dr.

Babak, Paul Plishka and Thomas
Hrynkiv were applauded for their
performances at the Kennedy Center on
January 5 by The Washington Star's
Theodore W. Libbey, Jr.
The three Ukrainian musicians
performed at a human rights concert
here in the capital, sponsored by the
National Fine Arts Foundation.
Mr. Libbey wrote in his review on
January 6 that the concert "proved a
triple triumph for the participants —
vocalists Renata Babak and Paul
Plishka, and their accompanist Thomas
Hrynkiv."
"From the first, they brought out the
best in each other, and by the end it was
clear that each had found the something
special which distinguishes the finest
artistry from the routine," wrote Mr.
Libbey.
в
Mr. Libbey wrote that Miss Babak, a
former star of the Lviv and Bolshoi
operas who defected to the West, "was
at her finest, reaching out to the
audience with every ounce of feeling
and every expressive resource at her
command." He added that "it was a rare
display of vocal art."
"Babak ordered the songs in such a
way as to produce, in a touching
miniature, the drama of her own
experience as an emigre," wrote Mr.
Libbey.

internazionale," an italian journal on
international trade.
The Ukrainian Academy of Sciences
in Winnipeg, Manitoba, published his
second article
titled "Liberman
Dispute: Soviet Efforts at Economic
Reforms."
in addition. Dr. Bej recently spoke at
the Atlantic Economic Conference in.
Washington, D.C.
He made two presentations. "."Codetermination Principle in LaborManaged Economy" deals with the
Yugoslavian system of society-owned
means of production and workers'
privileges in decision making.
The second paper is titled "Soviet
'Zeitgeist': , Critique of the Postindustrial Society." According to Dr.
Bej, the article addresses issues of
interest to Soviet economists.
Dr. Bej's specialization is in
international e c o n o m i c s and
comparative systems. He was born in
Stryi, a city in western Ukraine.

To honor Dr. Palidwor

Youths carol at UNA

9 LOS ANGELES. Calif.
The
"Kobzar" National Ukrainian Chorus,
directed by volodymyr Bozyk.
performed here in a concert at the
Music Center on December 23. The
concert was broadcast by television
station KCET. Mezzo-soprano
Myroslava Kruk was the lead singer.
The concert was coordinated by Tina
Nimrod and presented under the
auspices of the Ukrainian Culture
Center of Los Angeles.
On January 5 the U N A home office was greeted by young carolers of the Jersey City
branches of Plast and the Ukrainian American Youth Association. The Jersey City
branches of the two youth organizations annually visit the UNA at Christmastime..
The "plastuny" and "sumivtsi" were welcomed by Supreme Treasurer Mrs. Ulana
Diachuk, Supreme Secretary Walter Sochan and Supreme Organizer Wasyl
Orichowsky. Standing, left toright,are Walter Shevchuk, Peter Shtompil, Maria
Bilyk, ihor Shevchuk, Roman Shevchuk, Anna Woch, Stephan Ladanay, Oksana
Scberemeta and Stephan Siryj.

)

Palidwor served as member of the
executive board (Dr. Palidwor was also
a member of the UCCA National
C o u n c i l . ) ; the S e l f - R e l i a n c e
Association of Ukrainians in the United
States of which Dr. Palidwor has been
secretary for 15 years; the Society of
Ukrainian Jurists of which he is a
longtime member of the executive
board; the Society for the Promotion of
a Patriarchal System in the Ukrainian
Catholic Church, in which he heads the
arbitration board; and the Ukrainian
National Association of which Dr.
Palidwor is
longtime secretary of
Branch 204, a successful organizer of
members (a member of the UNA
Champions. Club), member of the
executive board of the District
Committee, delegate to many
conventions, chairman of the
convention's by-laws committee and
assistant chairman of the convention
presidium.

Community newsbriefs
"HARR1SBURG, Pa. - The senior
dance ensemble of St. Mary's Ukrainian
Catholic. Church of McAdoo, Pa.,
directed by Mykola Boychuk
performed here in the Pennsylvania
State Capitol rotunda in a special
Christmas program on December 22.
State Sen. Joseph Gurzenda received a
special award of recognition from the
Ukrainian Congress Committee of
America in the spirit of observance of
human rights.

' .
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PHILADELPHIA, Pa. - Some 500
persons attended the jubilee banquet
marking the 40th anniversary of the
Philadelphia Regional Council of the
Ukrainian National Women's League
of America. The program was held

November 11, 1978, at Manor Junior
College. Among the speakers at the
banquet were Stephania Pushkar,
Stephanie Wochok, Lidia Burachyn–
sky, Lubow Wolynetz, who represented
the UNWLA executive board, and
Prof. Petro Stencho, president of the
Philadelphia UCCA branch. An exhibit
of Ukrainian historical garb was
presented in the course of the program.

Corrections
in reporting on the meeting of the
UNA Supreme Executive Committee
(The Weekly, January 7. 1979), it was
mistakenly stated that Anthony
Dragan, Svoboda editor emeritus,
"who asked to be present at the talks."
The sentence should have read that Mr.
Dragan "who was asked to be present at
the talks."
in the caption about the visit of
representatives of the Ukrainian
National Republic-in-cxile to the UNA
office (The Weekly, January 7), the
name of Dr. Mykola Schpetko was
omitted. Dr. Schpetko is president of
the New York branch of the Alliance of
the Friends of the Ukrainian
Democratic Republic in the U.S.A.
We regret the omissions. - Ed.
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114-ий ВІДДІЛ УНС їм. CB. ВОЛОДИМИРА
в ЧІКАҐО, Ілл.
До Високоповажаних Членів Відділу.
Повідомляємо, що наш Відділ
мас замір уділити дві або три стипендії
у висоті по. 250.00 дол.
студентам університету, акі с членами нашого Відділу.
По інформації прошу звертатися до секретаря Відділу
п. В. БЕРЕЖАНА особисто або на число тел. 278-1404, не
пізніше 15-го лютого 1979 року.
УПРАВА ВІДДІЛУ

Г
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To our contributors:

ччіИ

Ukrainian National Association, inc.
P.O. Box 17 A - 30 Montgomery Street
Jersey City, N.J. 07302

We greatly appreciate the materials — articles, news stories, press clippings
and the like — which we receive from our readers.
in order to facilitate the preparation of The Weekly, however, we ask that
news stories be sent not later than 10 days after the occurrence of the given
event, information about upcoming events must be received before noon of
the Monday before the date of the next Weekly edition. All news stories and
feature articles must be typed and double-spaced Newspaper and magazine
clippings must be accompanied by the name of the publication and the date of
the edition. Photographs will be returned only when requested and
accompanied by a stamped, self-addressed envelope.
All materials submitted are published at the discretion of the editors and
are subject to editing where necessary.
Thank you for your interest.
The editors

GENTLEMEN:
Please send information on UNA insurance.

WANTED

Name

Person willing to learn to set English-language material on computer
typesetting equipment. Must know standard typewriter keyboard.
For further information contact Svoboda at (201) 434-0237 or
(212) 227-4125.

Address
City

Advertising Rates for The Ukrainian Weekly
General advertising: 1 inch, single column
Fraternal and community advertising: 1 inch, single column
Full page(58 inches)
Half page (29 inches)
Quarter page (14 Уг inches)
Eighth page (7 'Л inches)

S7.00
S5.00

v o l u m e 1 and О

S406.00
S203.00
5101.50
S50.75

Photo reproduction: single column
double column
triple column

S6.75
S8.50
510.00

A L L A D V E R T I S E M E N T S M U S T B E R E C E I V E D B Y N O O N OF THE

MONDAY BEFORE THE DATE OF THE NEXT WEEKLY
EDITION.
All advertisements are subject to approval.
Please make checks payable to:
Mail to:

UKRAINE:
A CONCISE ENCYCLOPAEDIA

Svoboda
30 Montgomery Si.
Jersey City, N.J. 07302

The First volume: General information, Physical
Geography and Natural History, Population, Ethno–
graphy, Ukrainian Language, History of Ukraine,
Ukrainian Culture, and Ukrainian Literature.

Price: 345.00
The Second volume: Law, The Ukrainian Church,
Scholarship, Education and Schools, Libraries, Ar–
chlves, and Museums, Book Printing, Publishing and
the Press, The Arts, Music and Choreography,
Theater and Cinema, National Economy, Health
and Medical Services and Physical Culture, the Ar–
med Forces, Ukrainians Abroad.

Prices 960.00

Г

Ukrainian Savings and Loan
Association

Yon c a n obtain both volumes
for only 994.50

SERVES THE PUBLIC I N NUMEROUS WAYS:

1. ENCOURAGES savings and pays the highest allowable interest on passbook
antf certificate account.

Fill out the order blank below and mail it with
your check or money order.

2. OFFERS mortgages as well as passbook loans with terms to suit your budget.
3. PROviDES banking services, such as Money Orders, Travelers Cheques,
Direct Deposit of Social Security Checks, 1RA Accts, etc.
4. SUPPORTS educational and civic efforts of the Ukrainian community.

Our full-time, experienced, staff is ready to serve you!

BANK1NG HOURS: Monday through Thursday: 9:00 a.m. Friday: 9Ю0 a.m. - 7:00 p.m.

3:00 p.m.,

USB TH1S COUPON!
To: UKRAINIAN NATIONAL ASSOCIATION, inc.
30 Montgomery Street, Jersey CHy, N J. 07302
І hereby order Ukraine: A Concise Encyclopaedia
О volume 1 - S45.00
Q volume П - 180.00
Q volumes І A П - S94U50
Enclosed is (e– check, M. O.) for the amount f
Please send the book (s) to the following address:
Name
No

UKRAINIAN SAVINGS AND LOAN ASSOCIATION
1321 W. Lindley Avenue, Philadelphia, Pa. 19141
Tel.: 329-7080; 329-7081

City

-

Street
State

Zip Code

No. i o ^ ^ ^ ^ ^

- ^ ^
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UCCA News
' A booklet titled "Southeast Asia,
Communism on the March" has been
widely circulated by the American
Council for World Freedom, which the
UCCA President heads. The publica–
tion was written by Bui Anh Tuan and
the foreword was provided by the
UCCA President. Among many
points, the UCCA President stressed
"The global play of Moscow and
Peking has always been of this shifting
sort, today this theater, tomorrow else–
where." The response to the work has
been salutary.

stream in. Both representatives and
senators have reaffirmed their efforts to
our cause. As examples, Rep. Silvio O.
Conte wrote in part: "You may be sure
of my continuing efforts..."; House
Minority Leader John J. Rhodes said:
"1 look forward to meeting the
challenges we'll face;" Sen. Charles H.
Percy of lllionis pointed out: "1 am glad
that 1 will be able to continue my work
on behalf of the peoples of Eastern
Europe;" Senate Minority Leader
Howard H. Baker remarked: "again, let
me know whenever my office can be of
assistance to you;" Rep. Lester L. Wolff
wrote: "You may be assured of my great
interest and cooperation in working
with you in the future toward our
mutual goals."

ф
Prior to and since the congress,
the UCCA President rec ,ved from
Members of Congress inquiries into the
statement circulated by the so-called
Ukrainian-American League ' on
'On December 12, the UCCA
Fourth Street, New York City. The president was honored at an author's
scurrilous statement was properly re- reception given in the prestigious
plied to and characterized appropri– University. Club in Washington, D.C.
ately.
The reception featured a variety of
' On December 2, the UCCA works, including those of Dr. DeBakey,
pesident attended a reception given by Federal Reserve member Henry
Admiral John S. McCain at the historic Wallich and several others. On display
Anderson House in Washington, D.C. were the UCCA president's works on
Admiral McCain was the supreme "The vulnerable Russians" and "USA
commander of U.S;Naval Forces in the and The Soviet Myth," in addition to
Pacific area and is now on numerous others. The display is a one-month
boards concerned with U.S. national event of the club's 75th anniversary
security. During the elaborate reception
'On December 15, the UCCA
the UCCA president met and talked president was invited to join the
with Clare Booth Luce, former Senator Catholic League for Religious and Civil
Scott of Pennsylvania, Arthur Rights. The league is headed by the Rev.
Goldberg,. Congressman Robert virgil C. Blum, S.J. of Marquette
Pornan and many others.
University. The UCCA president has
'Received in Washington was a copy been in fetich with the league's leaders
of an article published in the November regarding our resolutions in Congress
10 "Radyanska Ukraina." Boldly for the resurrection of the Ukrainian
titled"Ambition Without Ammu– Orthodox and. Catholic. Churches in
nition," the heated article attacked the Ukraine, its support has been assured.
UCCA president and Anthony Dragan
'The UCCA president was unable to
of Svoboda. it is of the usual crude attend the December Defense Strategy
propaganda campaign.
Forum, featuring Rep. Jack F. Kemp.
' Replies to the UCCA president's NCNC Executive Secretary Miss Уега
congratulatory messages to those re- A. Dowhan attended the event at the
elected to. Congress are beginning to Army-Navy Club and reported on it.
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WORD JUMBLE
Ukrainian military leaders during the War of Liberation
The'jumbled words below represent the names of Ukrainian military
leaders during the War of Liberation (1917-21). They are spelled in the
manner they appear in Ukraine: A Concise Encyclopaedia. Letters
underlined with a double line form the mystery word.
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-
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-

DROPSKYAKOS
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-
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-
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-
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-

—

This unit made history on April 29, 1918:

Answers t o previous w o r d camouflage:
Boh P r e d v i c h n y i . B o h S i i Ra?hdaie, borshch, d i d u k h , D n e s Poiushclic, D o b r y i Y'cchir T o b i ,
holubtsi, k o l t c h , k o l i a d a . k o l i a d n y k y . k u t i a , m a l a n k a , M y k o l a i , N a N e b i Z i r k a , N c Plach
R a k h y l c , N o v i Radist S t i l t , prosphora, p y r o h y , r y b a , shchedrivka, S h c h c d r y k , S v i a t - v c c h i r ,
u s h k i , u z v i r , v a r c n y k y , vertep, v'odokhryshchi, У о У у П с і е т і , Ysclcnnaia, yalynka.

HAVE AN INTERESTING JUMBLE? SEND IT IN.
BUSINESS
OPPORTUNITIES m

UNWLA Branch 83
to hold "yalynka"

NEW YORK, N.Y. - Branch 83 of
the Ukrainian National Women's
League of America will sponsor a
"yalynka" for children Sunday, January
14. at 2:30 p.m. at St. George's
Q — My wife died several weeks ago. І knowl'm supposed to file an application auditorium.
for social security survivors benefits, but 1 don't know what papers to take with me.
The program will include two short
Can you tell me what f'll need?
skits and an appearance by the Young
A— Some of the proofs you may need to apply for survivors benefits are your Dumka Chorus.
social security number and the deceased worker's number; proof of your age; proof
Refreshments will be served.
of marriage; the children's birth certificates, if they are applying for benefits; and
Campbell. Ohio
the deceased worker's income tax forms or returns for the year before death. Don't
UNA BRANCH No 218
delay applying because you don't have all these proofs. The people at the social
A N N U A L MEET1NG
security office can suggest other proofs that can be used.

CASH IN ON THE INSULATION
BOOM!!!

Social security notes

Become an independent foam insulation Dealer
We train you on all aspects of the foam msula
tion business, lnv Sec For more info call Mr.
Aker at ( 7 1 4 ) 535 1601 (24 hours) or write
TR1G0N 1NDUSTR1ES. 1440 So. State College
Blvd.. Suite GL, Anaheim. California 9 2 8 0 6 .

will be held January 14. 1979 at 2 p.m.

Q— My grandson has been living with me since his parents were killed in an auto
accident four years ago. He cannot get benefits since his parents had no work
covered by social security. Can he get social security benefits when 1 retire in a few
months?
A— A grandchild may be eligible for social security benefits on a grandparent's
work record if the natural parents are dead or disabled and if the grandchild is living
with and is supported by the grandparent. For more information, contact any
social security office.
Q— My wife is 65 and i'm 67. The only income we have is the rent we get from a
tenant who lives upstairs, if we're eligible for SS1, how much will our payment be?
A— The maximum Federal SS1 payment for an eligible couple is S234.10 a
month. The amount of your SS1 check may be less, however, depending on how
much other income you have, your living arrangements, and other circumstances
that affect your financial needs, if you think you're eligible for SS1, you should
apply as soon as possible. No payment can be made for months before an
application is filed.
Q. One of my employees was badly burned in a chemical explosion, it will be a
year or more before he can return to work. l've arranged for a social security re–
presentative to help him apply for disability benefits, but he wants me to find out
how he can get rehabilitation servies to help recover. Where can 1 gel infor–
malion about these services?
A. All people who apply for social security disability benefits are considered
for vocational rehabilitation services. Even if a person doesn't meet the require–
ments for disability payments, he or she may still be eligible for rehabilitation ser–
vices. Services which may be offered include counseling and guidance medical
examination and medical, surgical, or hospital services; and physical aids such as
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Please be present and bring a member
Joe Temnick, Secy

Read
The Ukrainian
Weekly
І would like to subscribe to The Ukrainian Weekly for.

І am a member of UNA Branch
D
D

-.-... .– -. .'.–

.

Check or money order for S.
Bill me.

My address is: Name

is enclosed.

^^^^^^^„

Address.
City^

other "devices. The social,

SKu^ty^pr^^uativecan.giyeyoumpbeintojmaiipib.- - -.. .–" . .

.year(s).

Subscription rates: S6.00 for non-UNA members; S2.50 for UNA members.

Zip Code .

State
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A GIFT OF LASTING VALUE
The following books are available at the Svoboda Bookstore:

THE UKRA1N1AN POETS. 1189-1962 Watson Kirkconntll

Selected and tr. by C. H. Andrusyshen and

MODERN UKRA1N1AN SHORT ST0R1ES-ed. by George S.N.Luckyj
112.50

BOOMERANG - The works of vALENTYN HOROZ by Yaroslav Bihurt. introduction by
Dr. Paul L Gersper
Unbound
S 3.75
Bound
S 5.75

A H1ST0RY OF THE RUSS1AN EMPIRE -

volume І by Nicholas L FR.-Chirovsky

515.00

THE UKRA1N1AN ECONOMY - its background, present status and potentials of
future growth by Nicholas L. Fr.-Chirovsky
S 2.00

S 8.50

Ф
HETMAN OF UKRA1NE -

lvanFranko, POEMS -

ivAN MAZEPPA -

by Clarence A. Manning

S 2.50

from translations of Percival Cundy by Clarence A. Manning. S 3.50

UKRA1NE UNDERTHESOviETS-byClarenceA. Manning

S 2.50

BUKOviNlAN UKRAlNlANS - a historical background and their self-determination
inl918byl.M.Nowosiwsky
J 5.00

CATARACT–byMykhayloOsadchy
THE CHORNOviL PAPERS -

S 3.95

by vyacheslav Chornovil, introduction by Frederick

C.Barghoorn

S 8.95

THE ANARCH1SM OF NESTOR MAKHNO. 1918-1921. An Aspect of the Ukrainian
Revolution Edited by Michael Palij. 428 pages -

THE VULNERABLE RUSSIANS-by Lev E.Dobriansky
THE iNTERNATlONAL SAKHAROV HEARiNG -

hard bound

S14.50

s 5.95
SHEvCHENKO'S TESTAMENT-by John Panchuk

S 3.00

HISTORY OF PUSHKIN'S "POLTAVA"– by John p. Pauls

і 2.50

Human Rights in the USSR, ed. by

MartaHarasowskaandOrestOlhovych

S 8.95
ENGUSH-UKRA1N1AN D i r t i o n a r y – b y M . L . P o d v e s k o

HNlZDOvSKY -

Woodcuts, 1944-1975 a catalogue raisonne by Abe M. Tahir, Jr

AH1ST0RYOFUKRA1NE-byMichaelHrushevsky

S25.00

S20.00

THE UKRA1NE, 1917-1921: A STUDY 1N REvOLUTlON - edited byTaras Hunczak
with the assistance of John T. von der Heide. Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard Uk–
rainian Research institute 1977.424 poges - hard bound
S 15.00
The Ukrainian Herald issue 6. D1SSENT ІГІ UKRA1NE — an underground journal from
Soviet Ukraine. Trans, from the Ukrainian and ed. by Lesya Jones and Bohdan
Yasen
S 6.95

TWO YEARS iff SOviET UKRA1NE - A Canadian's personal account of Russian
oppression and the growing opposition, by John Kolasky
S 3.95

Я0.00

B0UNDAR1ES OF FUME - A Complete Collection of Poetry piled and Translated by Orysia Prokopiw

Olena Teliha. CornS 6.95

П О Л У М ' Я Н І М Е Ж І - Повне в и д а н н і поезій Олени Т е л і г и упорядкувала й переклала Орнса П р о к о п і в

POL1SH ATROClTlES 1N UKRA1NE -

compiled and edited by Emil Revyuk

S 3.00

ETHNOC1DE OF UKRAlNlANS 1N THE USSR - The Ukrainian Herald issue 7-8. by
Olena Saciuk and Bohdan Yasen, introduction by ROBERT CONQUEST.
Bound
S 6.95

"SYMONENKO -

A STUDY 1N SEMANT1CS" by lgor Shankovsky

S 8.00

REPORT FROM THE BER1A RESEFWE - The protest writing of vALENTYN MOROZ
Soviet Ukrainian political prisoner, ed. and trans, by John Kolasky
S 2.95
For this was 1 born... The human conditions in USSR Look Comrade The People are laughing... UNDERGROUND W1T, SAT1RE AND HUMOUR
FROM BEH1ND THE (RON CURTA1N - col. and ed. John Kolasky
S 2.50

UKRAINIANS ABROAD -

offprint from UKRAINE: A CONCISE ENCYCLOPAEDIA

byvolodymyrKubijovyc

ed.byYuriR.Shymko

s 4.95

S 1.50

Borys Lewytekyj

S11.00

An Antholody of Ukrainian Short Stories by Michael Luchkovich

І

at the turning point of Europe's hostory 1918-1923. in

2 volumes, by Matthew Stachiwand Jaroslaw Srtendera
TRAD1T10NAL UKRAiNlAN COOKERY postage charges included)

DlE S0WJET1SHE NAT10NAL1TATENP0L1T1C NACH STAL1NS TOD (1953-1970) - by

Theodore Luciw

S 2.00

SP1R1T OF UKRA1NE —Ukrainian contributions to world's culture by D.Snowyd

WESTERN UKRA1NE -

FATHER AGAP1US HONCHARENKO -

-

S 3.00

THE UKRAINIANS IN A M E R I C A - b y Myron B.Kuropas

THE1R LAND -

SLAvE LABOR CAMPS

3.00

J 7.50

J12.00

Please select the book or books you wish to have and send remittance by check
or money order, including postage Si .00 to S3.00 (depending on the number of
books) and a 5 ^ sales tax for New Jersey residents, to:

SVOBODA BOOKSTORE
30 Montgomery Street
Jersey City, N.J. 07303

First Ukrainian Priest in the United States by

S13.00

by Savella Stechishin. (Handling and

